If a narrower MeSH term from the
WorldCat for further investigation of the specific citation in question 7. After all citations are assigned categories, any citation which is indexed as Letter, Comment, or Editorial must have the Title and Abstract examined to determine if the document is reporting on a study based on the following criteria:
• Description of a sample being studied (whether it's the number of subjects; or characteristics of the sample), other items in the abstract might include objectives, methods, results, discussion, conclusion 8. If the category was modified based on #6, then the original publication type was preserved and documented in the third value in the publication type categorization string (If the original publication type categorization string was (Other, Letter, x, x) , then it would be revised to be publication type (Systematic Review, Systematic Review, Letter, x) . The original publication type (Letter) was preserved, but placed in the third value space in the publication type categorization string so that we can keep track that is was originally a Letter publication type.
9. CDC's Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Reports (MMWR), a government publication, should be classified as Report
